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1.Change the following sentences into negative sentences without
changing their meaning:

1. Books are very valuable.

2. Every man makes mistakes sometimes.

3. Peter is more powerful than his brother.

4. Akbar was the greatest of the Mughals.

5. It is too difficult for a man to do it singlehanded.

6. She alone believed him.

7. I hope I shall succeed this year.

2.Change the following sentences into affirmative sentences without
changing their meaning:

1. No sooner did the boy hear the noise than he woke up.

2. No merchant in Kanpur is as rich as Mr Khanna.

3. None but Bharat can help you.

4. I am not as rich as her.

5. .A healthy man is an asset to his family.

6. Ankit is 12 years old.

7. He left no stones unturned.

3.Put the verbs in brackets into active or passive.

William Shakespeare _________(baptize) on 26th April 1564.He was an English poet and playwright who

_________(regard) as the greatest writer in the English language. He ________ (often/call) England ‘s national

poet.. His surviving works ___________(consist) of about 38 plays , 154 sonnets , two long narrative poems

and several other poems. His plays ______ (translate) into every major living language and



________(perform) more often than those of any other playwright.

Shakespeare was born and raised in Stratford -upon-Avon. At the age of 18 he __(marry) Anne Hathaway and

they had three children: Susana , Hammet and Judith who _____(be) twins. Between 1585 and 1592, he

________(began) a successful career in London as an actor , writer and part owner of a playing company
which
_________(call) the Lord Chamberlain ‘s Men and which ________(later/know) as the King’s Men. He_______

(retire) to Stratford around 1613 where he _________(die)three years later.

4.Use the verb “teach” in Active and Passive Voices in different Tenses in
the following table. One has been done for you.

Tenses Voice Indefinite Progressive Perfect
Present Active

Passive

Mr. Das teaches us Geography
quite well.

We are taught Geography by
Mr. Das quite well.

Past Active

Passive

Future Active

Passive

The content is prepared at home.




